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ABSTRACT
This document is a supplement to the authors’ paper Design

and Evaluation of Storage Organizations for Read-Optimized

Main Memory Databases [4]. It contains additional exper-
imental results which demonstrate the interaction between
join processing and storage organization.

1. JOIN PROCESSING
Processing of join queries in a main-memory engine is a

very active area of research. Well-known join algorithms
such as sort-merge join [1, 8] and hash-join [2, 3, 5] are be-
ing adapted and tuned to highly parallel multi-core CPUs
in the main memory environment. Joins are a higher-level
query processing operation that, in general, are beyond the
single-relation access plan-centric focus of the paper. Nev-
ertheless, it is known that widely-used join algorithms do
interact with the storage manager in a predictable way, and
storage manager performance affects join performance. For
instance, the previous study which we base our experiments
on showed that hash-join performance is closely related to
the scan performance of base tables [7], since both building
a hash table and scanning the outer table to probe it involve
a linear scan of the base tables in the join.
We evaluated a hash join in Quickstep, with both row-

store and column-store data layout in both blocks and files.
We use an outer table consisting of 750 million tuples based
on the Narrow-U schema, but replace one column with a
unique key. The inner table has a similar schema with 75
million tuples (1/10 as many, the same ratio of table sizes
used in the join queries Q10-Q17 of the Wisconsin bench-
mark [6]). Queries are of the form:
SELECT outer.col a, ..., inner.col a, ... FROM

outer, inner WHERE outer.join key = inner.join key;

We vary the number of “payload columns” projected from
each table and materialized in the output. As with our other
experiments, we use 20 worker threads operating in parallel
(for both the build and probe phases of the hash-join).
In all cases, we build a single global hash-table on the join

key of the inner table (using a single global hash-table has
been shown to outperform using smaller partitioned hash-
tables when joining [3]). We use a concurrent hash-table im-
plementation which allows us to build the global hash table
in parallel, with multiple threads scanning different blocks
or file partitions of the inner table and inserting entries in
the hash table.
We show results for the actual join query in Figure 1. The

query executes in two stages. In the first, worker threads
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Figure 1: Hash Join Performance

scan the inner table in parallel and insert entries into the
global hash table. In the second, worker threads scan the
outer table in parallel and probe the hash table for a match
on the join key. When a match is found, the projected
columns are fetched from the inner and outer tables and
materialized as a new row in the output (we do not claim
that the projection method here is optimal, and acknowl-
edge that aspects such as early vs. late materialization is
an active an ongoing area of research [10], and beyond the
scope of the paper). During the build stage, access on the
inner table follows a linear scan pattern, while insertions
into the hash table follow a random-access pattern. During
the join stage, access on the outer table follows a linear scan
pattern, and access on the hash table and the inner table
follows a random-access pattern. The memory-access pat-
tern of a hash-join therefore has some characteristics of a
scan (scanning the inner table when building the hash ta-
ble and the outer table when joining) and some which are
similar to index-access (random-access probing of the hash
table and fetching inner-table tuple values for projection).
For all queries, the hash-build stage took about 7.5 seconds



with files and 8.5 seconds with blocks1, with the remaining
bulk of the execution time (and most of the difference in
performance) spent in the probe-and-project stage.
Block-based organization consistently outperforms file-based

organization, due to improved locality of access in smaller
blocks resulting in better cache behavior (consistent with
our results for selection queries). For instance, when pro-
jecting 10 columns (5 from each table), row-stores in files
incur 5.38 billion L3 cache misses and 14.4 billion L2 cache
misses, but row stores in blocks incur only 4.58 billion L3
misses and 5.83 billion L2 misses. We also see a slight per-
formance advantage for row-stores over column-stores when
projecting several columns, since the random access to col-
umn values in the inner-table hits all the desired values on
one or two contiguous cache lines in a row store, whereas
they are in several disjoint cache lines in different column
stripes in a column store. For example, when projecting
10 attributes in file-based organization, column-stores incur
6.41 billion L3 cache misses, but row-stores incur only 5.38
billion.

Observation 13. For hash-join queries, block-based organi-

zation consistently outperforms file-based organization. For

wider projections, row-stores slightly outperform column stores.

It should be noted that, in many analytics applications,
there is a “star schema” where a large central fact table is
connected to several smaller dimension tables by primary
key-foreign key relationships. Queries on joins of the fact
table with one or more dimension tables are extremely com-
mon. A widely-used optimization is to denormalize the star
schema by pre-joining the fact table with the dimension ta-
bles and storing the result as a materialized view which
single-table selection-projection and aggregate-grouping queries
are run on. Some systems (for instance Vectorwise [9]) au-
tomatically apply this optimization by introducing a “join
index” data structure, which is effectively a materialized
view which the DBMS automatically creates based on the
primary-foreign key relationships in the database schema.
Overall, results with Quickstep show that performance of

in-memory hash-joins is very closely related to scan perfor-
mance of the underlying tables, as well as the random-access
performance of the inner table. Applying the common tech-
nique of pre-joining tables also effectively turns many join
queries into scan queries.
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